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**Ralliers echo same message: vote**

**By John Stewart**

About 250 students gathered at a voter registration rally Monday in the Student Center to beat the registration deadline. They spoke on the importance of the student vote.

"It's not like some countries in east Europe, where citizens vote but have only one state candidate," he said. Edgar said that 18- to 21-year-olds could use their voices by voting.

"Since World War II, the U.S. Constitution which has made it easier to vote, but fewer and fewer people are taking part in the government," Edgar said. He said 1984 is the year to turn around young people's low voting turnout.

State Senator Philip Rock said that 23 percent of the eligible voting population will not vote. Edgar said that, through the ballot box, students have the power to express their displeasure with higher education funding cutbacks. Edgar said that, he said, he affected civil rights and Vietnam War policies by registering and voting before 18-year-olds could vote.

Rock said that the Illinois Senate has passed legislation, now pending in the House, which would allow voter registration through the mail. The Rock said that the report has been expanded in an attempt to make registering to vote more convenient and accessible.

Candidates Kenny Gray and Ken Buzbee, voting for the 22nd Congressional District seat, said their "message to students to get registered and vote." Edgar said, "if the people want a leader, they have to vote and have a voice." Edgar said that, he said, he affected civil rights and Vietnam War policies by registering and voting before 18-year-olds could vote.
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Before the summit, Rock will focus on reducing the $180 billion federal deficit for preventing business and industry from investing in new capital equipment, he said.
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He said that although the economic recovery is Southeastern Illinois has been slower to arrive than elsewhere, it is on its way.
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Budbee blamed high interest rates caused by large federal deficits and for preventing business and industry from investing in capital improvements, which he said would trigger a sustained recovery. The federal government, he said, would lose the business community a signal that it is willing to make a serious effort to get the deficits under control.

To accomplish this, Budbee said that besides reducing growth in defense, the Federal Reserve Bank's monetary policy should be loosened to allow reductions in interest rates.

BEIRUT from Page 1

destroy the legitimate govern- ment of Lebanon," and denying the Syrian government's responsibility for the attacks.

House spokesman Larry Speakes said the Reagan administration hoped Gemayel "will come to a responsible, broadly representative government." Special Middle East envoy Donald Rumsfeld and other U.S. officials held urgent talks with Gemayel at the presidential palace in suburban Baabda, Lebanese state radio said.

But Walid Jumblatt, leader of the Druse Progressive Socialist Party, said in a statement issued Monday in Damascus, Syria, that any political settlement with Gemayel's government was "impossible," and the president's resignation was necessary to solve the country's crisis.

U.S. "created" rightist leader in El Salvador, ex-official says

By Robert Parry

WASHINGTON (AP)—An ex-U.S. ambassador to El Salvador charged Monday that the Reagan administration had handed a "created" rightist Salvadoran leader, Roberto D'Aubuisson, as a serious presidential candidate by concealing evidence tying him to "death squads.

"How can people cast a free vote if vital evidence is denied them?" asked former Ambassador Robert E. White about El Salvador's March 25 elections in which D'Aubuisson is a leading contender.

In sworn testimony before the House Foreign Affairs subcommittee on Latin America, White also disclosed the names of six Miami-based Salvadoran exiles who he alleged have financed and directed rightist death squads in El Salvador. White said El Salvador's allegations came under sharp attack from committee Republicans.

Rep. Gerald Solomon, R-N.Y., asked the former ambassador if he might not be the "victim of misinformation" and whether the United States has the right to pick a nation's leader just because it objects to its morals.

"The Reagan White House took on a great responsibility when it chose to conceal the identity of the Archbishop Romero's murderer and not to use the evidence to write "Fossi" to the political fortunes of Roberto D'Aubuisson," White reiterated Monday.

Denying a cover-up, administration officials say all relevant information had been given to Congress.
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Senate hopefuls see education suffering

By Phillip Fiorini
Staff Writer

Hopeful that Southern Illinois will see better times through change, three Democrats and a lone Republican seeking the 51st District state senate seat agreed Monday higher education may suffer because of Gov. Thompson's decision not to extend the one-year state income tax increase.

State Rep. Ralph Dunn, R-DuQuoin, said the state "may have made a mistake" by not making permanent the 20 percent tax increase, due to expire on June 30. Democrat P.L. Parr, a Union County farmer of rural Lick Creek, said the state cannot operate without the tax increase.

Murphysboro Mayor Sydney Appleton, a Democrat, said he supports extending the tax increase at least another year. Randolph County Coroner Gary McClure, a Democrat, said the tax increase should remain in place.

"The candidates for Kea Busbee's senate seat, except Democrat Bill Wheelely of Makanda, spoke with six other candidates at a student voter registration rally in the Student Center," Appleton said. "I think they will bring a "better way of life" to Southern Illinois." Appleton said "we must revert to the basics of education." Although he supports the "number one industry" in the area, SIU-C, he said the University has "many problems." Appleton has expressed concerns that the University might lack strong leadership.

"I intend to help find the answers," he said. "The, are not simple answers, but with the resolve I have, we will find solutions." McClure said he doesn't agree with the governor about the state's needs for economic recovery, especially in Southern Illinois.

Without the extension, the state will "come down hard" on SIU-C and other state universities, appropriating less money particularly for the 51st District, according to McClure. The district could lose the $3 it now receives for every $1 it pays in taxes, he said.

"Dunn, who supported the income tax increase last year, because "I knew we needed it," said he believes the governor's budget in March "will not be "phony.""

"Only time will tell now," said Dunn, adding he believes the tax extension would not have been approved.

More emphatic in his disagreement with Thompson's decision, Parr said the federal government "has backed off" in its funding for education, relying more on local taxes and tuition increases.

"I'm interested in seeing Southern Illinois grow," he said. "The education of our youth is our future." Parr said Southern Illinois hasn't seen the improvement Thompson said makes the tax extension unnecessary.

"Appleton said the state must maintain quality and accessibility in higher education with increased support for faculty, staff and civil service employees. "We must increase our commitment to high technology, sciences and business at our public university while maintaining interest in education and humanities," he said.

Appleton said SIU-C's coal center is particularly important "because our University can be the forefront of research in this area, and our district stands to be a direct beneficiary of this research."

Dunn, chairman of the House Energy Resources Commission, has said he would try to continue his legislative work on coal issues within the senate. McClure said the greatest need in Illinois is jobs, which he claimed can be stimulated by implementing a state compensation program.
Conaye

Development UNCTAD-VI goal was to seek ways to South are in the grip of negative circumstances, discussions delegates between the North and South prices over the past three years. Concluded its four-week world economy out Thailand in December. These participants promoted his restraint. The entire backdrop is an old one that started developers in Carbondale is an old one that started want to purchase the others develop.

His shop is one of the properties the city took options on, promising to buy it if the conference center came through (Cleland, seeing the properties around his were being put out of business from the center project, gambled that the city would eventually also purchase his old abandoned shops, he purchased the old Das Fass establishment on South Illinois Avenue. The center didn’t go through and now Cleland owns two properties – one which he says he can’t sell because of the city’s continued interest in downtown redevelopment.

The city is mostly responsible for creating. City officials are quick to point out however, that the city is not legally bound to purchase Cleland’s old property. The city made for him would set a bad precedent. Other business people who had options on properties by the city may line up and demand that their property be bought. While the city’s concern is understandable, Cleland’s situation is not the same as other owners in the area. Cleland is planning to undertake a little redevelopment plan of his own at Das Fass.

THE DAS FASS building has been empty for several years. It is an eyesore which has been a big headache for the City Council, which several times has voted to allow another bar on the Strip. Cleland plans to fix up the property and open a group of craft shops in the building - the type of non-alcohol-realted redevelopment the city has been looking for.

The city, which has made futile attempts at downtown redevelopment for the past 8 years, should help Cleland enhance downtown by purchasing his old property at the original option price. The city will also get the land it eventually hopes to develop.

Buying one property wouldn’t mean that the city would have to purchase Cleland’s old property at the original option price. The entire backdrop is an old one that started developers in Carbondale is an old one that started want to purchase the others develop.

He earned the respect of all who knew him as someone who really cared about people. Through his guidance there are undoubtedly problems in communication between the black community of Carbondale and the police, as well as other agencies, the fault cannot be laid solely at the feet of public officials. When local leaders of an association responsible organization like the NAACP can waste the time of public officials for months over what appear to be disgruntled complaints from a few habitual offenders of the law, how can anyone expect to solve problems be expected to occur?

I wanted to write a letter to say how saddened I was to learn of the recent death of Robert “Doc” Spackman. Doc was one of those individuals who will always be warmly remembered, one of those people you truly cannot say enough about. Without saying more, I would like to propose that the next property be purchased be that, that the Recreation Center be renamed in honor and name the Arena Training Room after him.

Although Doc Spackman is no longer with us, his spirit will live forever in my heart. — Bob Siegworth, Athlete, Newcomb Barrington High School

**Letters**

**Name training room for Spackman...**

**VIRGIL**

By Brad Lancaster

Kirk Cameron, Grow up!!

**Worldwide economic cooperation needed**

**TODAY** THE countries of the South are in the grip of negative per capita growth and a short-fall in recent earnings due to the recession in the North and the sharp decline in commodity prices over the past three years. In the light of such difficult circumstances, questions were raised about the nature of economic cooperation in the Third World. The United Nations Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD) recently held in Paris.

The United Nations Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD) recently held in Paris.

**THE BANGKOK conference’s proposals are a useful reminder of the need for a worldwide economic cooperation**

**ECONOMIC cooperation**

**THE PROPOSALS endorsed in the Bangkok summit were similar to those aired by the Group of 77 in the 1980 Brussels Aces session. The proposals essentially spell out an immediate increase in the purchasing power of the developing countries as a means not only to prevent a “further contraction of imports” but also to increase their exports to the rich countries. This would lead to economic recovery in OECD countries and promote growth without inflation in the Third world.**

If this hypothesis is accepted by the seven-nation industrial summit at the G-7 meeting to be held this year, UNCTAD VI will prove to be a fruitful exercise in global understanding.

However, efforts to work with a shared international perception have been temporarily impeded by the recent U.S. economic recovery, which has provided it with enough justifications to turn deaf to UNCTAD’s preachings in global interdependence.

In recent weeks a few more setbacks have been reported. Far from entering into meaningful talks, the industrialized have submitted counterproposals rejecting outright the Group of 77’s proposal to increase liquidity to sustain international trade, and they have stonewalled almost every proposal calling for a reform in the international trade and monetary system.

Since the inception of UNCTAD, the United States has not given much importance to it, viewing it as a Third World platform for ultra-conservative activities. But Western Europe is apprehensive that UNCTAD’s failure may ultimately belittle the existence of the United Nations itself.
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I feel your Feb 1 article on "hazing" provides a real misconception of the Greek system. I have been a member of the Greek system for three years and have never seen a problem with hazing or abuse of any kind. In fact, at one time hazing was a frequent practice of fraternities and sororities at SIU-C. However, this was the case at all colleges. The fact that the Inter Greek Council passed a strict no hazing resolution in September proves the IGC members are taking the correct action to respect the pride and integrity of other human beings. It seems to me that the Daily Egyptian thrives on negative publicity involving Greek activities. Our positive endeavors constantly go unnoticed by these "specialists". These would include: MDA Danceathon, spearheading the Harold Meeks fund drive, sponsoring a Joliet County with infant car seats, planning and developing numerous philanthropic projects for the community, Greek Day, Spectacle, March of Dimes and the Foundation for Diabetes. If the reputation of the Greek system has been blemished cannot be justified. But consideration and awareness of our continuing success in the future would be appreciated. -- Mark S.

Viewpoint
Hazing story unfair...

Your story about hazing continuing at SIU-C appalls me greatly. The story distorts me because of the way that the reporter, Sheila Rogers, wrote the article. She displayed a certain form of journalism that I have seen printed in the Daily Egyptian. I, being a journalism student, am distressed to know that Miss Rogers printed this story with no documented facts. Miss Rogers fails to show any positive action toward the Greek system has corrected the hazing problem that occurred in the past. Miss Rogers cannot even supply the name of the sorority/club (that shows fine reporting techniques).

I personally went through an associate member program last semester. Not once did I ever become the victim of hazing. I like the fact that Miss Rogers had to go back three years to find information for reports of hazing. TV, ten years ago was a frequent practice also, but that contains different pledge programs. In just a few years, I know you are probably thinking that I am just out for revenge because I am a Greek. I'm not. I would never hazing. I am just saying that you need to take a full story. I conclude with this question: Do you feel good about the unreported journalism which contains no documented facts and allows biased opinions to be printed on the news page rather than on the "real news" page? -- Russell C. Stagner, Tau Kappa Epsilon fraternity

Salukis in space may get much-deserved attention

Jay Small Staff Writer

We as students should not pay more for this bleak status quo when there's an alternative -- one so simple that I've thought of it when I touched on the subject before. 

HERE YOU have a space shuttle which it is hoped, will eventually serve as a cargo transport for dozens of satellites serving Wall Street, U.S.A. But NASA, a la Federal Express, has yet to build a reputation for consistent delivery. The failure last week of an Eastern United Satellites -- though probably not the fault of the space agency -- still won't do the shuttle's reputation any good in corporate America.

But I still believe in Space: The Final Frontier. And I believe the University could take a giant step to enhance athletics' image as it enhances NASA's.

Last summer, I suggested that the relatively-budgeted space agency open the cargo bays of a shuttle and stage the first weightless Super Bowl on the deck. The plan is not new, but now I realize that the logistics involved in selling 70,000 to 90,000 fans would be beyond even the wizards at NASA.

But top attendance at University football game is 17,000. With tickets costing too much for many people to catapult into space, the oh-so-simple answer was provided by President Reagan in his State of the Union address: a space station.

Rather than build a permanent, constantly occupied in the component space station it would be far more beneficial to build a temporary first orbiting football stadium.
Irvin says Glenn visit will help ailing campaign

By Phillip Florini Staff Writer

Recent national polls show that John Glenn's campaign is faltering, but the coordinator of his Southern Illinois campaign is confident a visit to the region will boost the Ohio senator's stock in time for the state primary in March.

Stan Irvin, assistant Jackson County state's attorney who is heading the Glenn campaign here, said Glenn's soft-spoken and quiet manner will appeal to the "average person," and to Southern Illinoisans. For that reason, Irvin said he feels it's important for Glenn to visit the area before the March 21 primary.

"People remember visits," said Irvin, former SIU student trustee. "When Presidential candidates visit people in small towns, "it's a big thing," he said. "People remember visits," he said. "And they aren't asking that much from politicians -- just that they remember that the people are out there," said Irvin.

Irvins said Glenn's "more moderate" platform should have more appeal to Southern Illinoisans than that of former Vice President Walter Mondale, the frontrunner so far for the Democratic nomination.

"There are no large ghettos, but we have unemployment at 15 to 20 percent and a lot of people in rural areas are out of work," he said.

"Until the government decides to take a more humanistic look -- which I think Glenn will do -- we're only encouraging dissatisfaction among the people," said Irvin.

He said Glenn, 62, has run a "realistic" campaign, most suited for the time when the senator entered about a year ago. Mondale has been running a "textbook campaign," relying on endorsements from organizations and people with "big names," said Irvin.

"The energy of America's Black Gospel Sound"

Tickets available in the Central Ticket Office

TODAY at your Keratoses Carbonado Murphysboro Theatres

TREAT THAT SPECIAL PERSON to a Steak Dinner for only $6.00 or 2 for $10.00

5:30-7:30

MIDWEST FREE CARNATIONS FOR THE LADIES!!

Music provided by Rick and Tom Naas. Enjoy the sounds of Simon and Garfunkel, CSN, and Y plus many more favorites. Don't forget! The Dating Game in Ballroom D. Admission is free for SIUC students.
It seems that Christine McVie's latest album
is just what the listener needs a dose of just before Valentine's Day.

Unless any of them are diabetic, because McVie's solo effort, titled "Christine McVie," is lyrical bubble gum and scarcely any hearty meal and potatoes. This album is so

sweetly, as in Neil Young's "Heart of Gold," that these identifiable and believable experiences are for the most part lacking in McVie's album.

Though McVie is a good vocalist, she appears to be a terrific lyrical, easily over-shadowed by her Fleetwood Mac co-member Stevie Nicks. This is a pity because McVie has a beautifully expressive voice which could communicate an emotional message well.

In a sense, this album appears to be not only shallow, but cynical, although the cynicism seems unintentional. This album in essence seems to say: "I can package a series of nice sounding songs, say nothing new at all and the public will swallow it." The album also seems to say that Christine McVie has little more than a beautiful voice that can make bland lyrics sound good until one roughly examines what is being said. Then one feels cheated.

Love songs contain no substance

McVie's solo effort syrup, lacks depth
Breeding may build future for horse program

By Sheila Rogers
Staff Writer

Breeding horses at University Farms will be the key to building a self-sufficient horse program at SIU-C, said Sheryl King, associate professor in the Department of Animal Industries.

The SIU Horse Center has 13 barred, Arabian, thoroughbred, quarter and saddlebred horses. King said that the standardbred or thoroughbred horses will be used for breeding. She said she hopes the program can be bred with high quality race horse stallions donated by the Illinois Standardbred Owners and Breeders Association.

Once the horses have been bred, the foals will be sold. King said that since the horses will be the foal's race horses and if the foals will generate interest in buyers of horses and Arabians will be used to build the program.

The quarter horses will also be used for breeding. The quarter horses are recreation horses and King said she hopes that these horses will spark interest in buyers of horses, she said.

King spoke to the ESBTA at its annual meeting and asked for its support with the program. She said that it has been supportive, and four horse may be donated to the program either this week or next.

The horse center is being supported by donations and by the Animal Industries Department. It costs about $3 to $5 a day to support the horses, and King said it would take at least two years for the program to become self-sufficient.

You can expect to make money right away, King said. "I just want people to realize that and to be a little understanding and patient."

Other horses, such as the Arabians, which were recently donated to the program after a horse was removed from a Chester farmer's field last month after the horses were found to be neglected, will be used for reproduction research, King said.

The research will be to study the "pseudo-pregnancy syndrome," found in horses, King said. The pseudo-pregnancy syndrome is when horses don't come back to heal, as if they were pregnant. King figured out during study for her Ph.D. what happens when this occurs in horses, but wants to continue the research to find out how to predict when it will occur and how to prevent it.

King said her goal is to fill the 32 horse stalls by the end of the year. She is seeking donations of feed, service and money to defray start-up costs of the new program and can be reached in the Department of Animal Industries.

Reagan celebrates 73rd birthday

EUREKA (AP) - President Reagan celebrated his 73rd birthday after being feted at a hometown birthday celebration, Reagan recalled his dreams. Neighbors helped him hold his dreams. Neighbors helped him hold the key to the dreams. Neighbors helped him hold the key to the dreams.

"We've changed this," the president declared. "We're trying to see to it that Americans lead the way in the 1990s and into the 21st century."

The president addressed students at Eureka College after being feted at a community birthday celebration, Reagan recalled his dreams. Neighbors helped him hold his dreams. Neighbors helped him hold the key to the dreams.

"What I remember most clearly is that Dixon held together," he said. "Our faith was our strength. Our teachers pointed to the future. People held on to their hopes and dreams. Neighbors helped neighbors. We knew we would overcome adversity; that after the storm, the stars would come.

Thousands of people, braving the bitter cold, lined the parade route. Many carried signs ranging from "Welcome Home Dutch," "Happy Birthday, Mr. President," and "Reagan - Old But Good" to "Reagan Out the Door in '84" and "Reaganomics Stinks - Just Ask the Jobless."

At the community birthday celebration, Reagan recalled Dixon during the Depression.

"What I remember most clearly is that Dixon held together," he said. "Our faith was our strength. Our teachers pointed to the future. People held on to their hopes and dreams. Neighbors helped neighbors. We knew we would overcome adversity; that after the storm, the stars would come."
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With the divestiture of the 22 Bell Operating companies and the restructuring of the AT&T organization, questions arise concerning how the change will affect AT&T Bell Laboratories.

Will the ingenuity still be there? Will there still be the creativity, the innovation and the unique development capability that has made AT&T Bell Laboratories one of the nation's foremost technological resources? Yes. So what's new?

**A New Name**

What was Bell Labs, Bell Laboratories, or sometimes simply 'The Labs' is now officially AT&T Bell Laboratories.

Incorporating AT&T Technologies Inc. and AT&T Communications in an impressive corporate family, the new AT&T.

**A New Freedom**

The new AT&T is free to compete in a variety of markets. AT&T Bell Laboratories' discoveries and designs can now be extended to whatever applications and consequent markets they suggest.

**A New Mission**

AT&T Bell Laboratories will provide the technology AT&T needs to be a world leader in information systems, services and products. We will pursue a broad spectrum of research in micro-electronics, photonics, digital systems and software to fuel new ventures.

**A New Beginning**

It is a year of new beginnings. For AT&T and for you. If you are a graduate with an MS, MA or PhD in Electrical or Mechanical Engineering, Computer Science, Mathematics, Operations Research, Chemistry, Physics, or Human Factors, Psychology, talk to an AT&T Bell Laboratories recruiter.

Check with the Placement Office for the dates we will be on campus.

If you would prefer to write, send a copy of your resume and academic transcripts to: Director of Technical Employment, AT&T Bell Laboratories, 105 John F. Kennedy Parkway, Short Hills, New Jersey 07078.

An equal opportunity employer.

---

**AT&T**

Bell Laboratories
Group therapy offered on divorce, eating

By Elizabeth Shipston
Staff Writer

Eating disorders such as bulimia (binge eating), creating a new life after a divorce or developing one’s awareness for an ideal partner are personal subjects explored by the Counseling Center and Women’s Services.

Therapy groups on these and other subjects have been designed this semester to help people with their problems through a group environment.

Perfect Partners, a new group workshop, is designed for men and women to explore their ideas of a perfect partner. The group, under the guidance of Sally Prane, graduate assistant in guidance and educational psychology, will help men and women to communicate with each other and with potential partners.

"Many men need to learn how to explore their expectations of women and become aware of what women’s expectations of men are," Prane said.

Therapy groups have become very popular and are starting a new life as single very difficult," said Prane. "Many of these people have never been on their own and find starting a new life as single very difficult." said Prane. "Financial problems, child custody disputes, even dating again are discussed between one another during the group meetings."

Bulimia, an eating disorder suffered primarily by women in their teens and 20’s, can cause severe physical problems, or even death, if not treated correctly. Identifying one’s feelings and problems is the key to correcting the habit, and that is the purpose of the group therapy for women with binge-eating disorders.

This type of group therapy works because it lets these women know they are not alone in their experience," Prane said. "Financial problems, child custody disputes, even dating again are discussed between one another during the group meetings."

 crcial experience," provides a supportive environment for divorced people to help solve problems related to the divorce and in re-evaluating their own lives.

Under the guidance of Sally Prane and Jerry Moumby of the Jacksonville Mental Health Center, previous support groups have become very popular and are starting a new life as single very difficult."

Liberal arts tuition waivers available

Applications for tuition waivers in the College of Liberal Arts are now available in the COLA dean’s office, Pacer 249.

Applicants for summer ‘84, fall ‘84 and spring ‘85 must meet the following requirements: be registered as a major in a COLA program; have a minimum GPA of 3.5 for at least 12 semester hours; be a full-time student for the period of an award.

Registration deadline for summer ‘84 is 5 p.m. Friday, Mar. 30; for fall ‘84 and spring ‘85, 5 p.m. Friday, May 4.

Daytona Beach, Florida
Vienna Style Hot Dogs
Cheese Dogs
Chili Dogs

Padre Island, Texas
Bratwurst
Tamales

JACKSON’S CHICAGO STYLE HOT DOGS
Vienna Style Hot Dogs
Cheese Dogs
Chili Dogs

Polish Sausage
Chili

Coupons

Hot Dog & Fry
$1.25

Hot Dog & Fry
$2.00

Coupon
Polish Sausage, Fries & Small Drink
Express 2-14

T 3444 W. Main St. Carbondale

SPRING BREAK TRIPS 1984
Friday, March 9 - Saturday, March 18

Spring break trips 1984

By Elizabeth Shipston
Staff Writer
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This type of group therapy works because it lets these women know they are not alone in their experience," Prane said. "Financial problems, child custody disputes, even dating again are discussed between one another during the group meetings."
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Study claims hunger widespread, growing

BOSTON (AP) — Hunger "has returned to America" because of unemployment and government policy, according to a study released Tuesday that differs sharply with the recent conclusions of a White House task force.

The commission of educators, physicians, religious leaders and social workers who conducted the study concluded that malnutrition is a serious problem spreading to new groups of Americans.

"We have found that hunger is widespread and increasing," the authors wrote. "Hunger is the result of clear and conscious actions taken by government leaders."

The 112-page report of the Citizen’s Commission on Hunger in New England blamed widespread, growing hunger on government policy.

"All we’re offering is a concrete, government policy to help," said Brown of the Harvard School of Public Health said the members reviewed every public and private study of hunger in the United States since 1960 and "support their statements about the national dimensions of the problem."

"American Hunger Crisis," the report calls on Congress to increase funding for federal programs that affect hunger — food stamps, Aid to Families with Dependent Children, and the Women, Infants and Children nutrition plan.

"Hunger is widespread enough from a medical perspective to be an epidemic," said Brown, who released the findings at news conferences in Washington and Boston.

The report did not give any estimate of the actual number of hungry Americans. But it said all the evidence gathered from hospitals, soup kitchens, public and private service agencies and official reports from the Agriculture Department and the Congressional Budget Office show an increase in poverty and hunger over the past five years.

"The hardest hit are poor newborns and young children, the elderly and families with at least one unemployed breadwinner," the report said.

The panel did not find the type of severe malnutrition in Appalachia and certain inner city ghettos or Indian reservations 20 years ago. Instead, Brown said, the group found "silent undernutrition," a finding based on children with extremely low weight for their height and "growth failure attributable to malnutrition."

Citing federal figures that show 20 to 30 percent of American children living below the official poverty line, the highest proportion since 1966, Brown said the problem was aggravated by unemployment and the dollar value of unemployment insurance and food stamp benefits.

Army may move in at Joliet

WASHINGTON (AP) — The sprawling Joliet Army Ammunition Plant southwest of Chicago is being proposed as the home for a new, 10,000-man light infantry division. The recommendation by Sen. Charles Percy, R-Ill., was discussed with Army Secretary John Marsh Jr. when he met with the Illinois congressional delegation Feb. 25 to review the plant.

"We didn’t make the suggestion lightly," he told the Senate Armed Services Committee.

"It may find it very attractive. However, he cautioned, "the whole thing is in its infancy." Percy’s staff director of personnel, Galen Beggs, also reviewed every public statement about the national defense posture and the arsenal are unused.

The recommendation by Sen. Charles Percy, R-Ill., was discussed with Army Secretary John Marsh Jr. when he met with the Illinois congressional delegation Feb. 25 to review the plant.

"We didn’t make the suggestion lightly," he told the Senate Armed Services Committee.

"It may find it very attractive. However, he cautioned, "the whole thing is in its infancy." Percy’s staff director of personnel, Galen Beggs, also reviewed every public statement about the national defense posture and the arsenal are unused.

The commission said its recommendations were "based on children with extremely low weight for their height and growth failure attributable to malnutrition."
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Puzzle answers are on Page 7.

Architects protest addition of pyramid to Louvre Museum

PARIS (AP) - A transparent triangle, inspired by Egypt's Giza Pyramids, has plunged the massive plans to restore the Louvre Museum as the world's greatest treasure house into controversy.

If French President Francois Mitterrand gets his way, a broad two-story glass pyramid will soar out of the stately courtyard between the Louvre's two major wings to form an entrance. It is part of the multimillion-dollar transformation to be completed in 1989.

The triangle is the brainchild of architect I.M. Pei, Mitterrand's personal choice. Pei's blueprints, which call for three mini-pyramids and fountains surrounding the glass triangle, are expected to get final approval from Mitterrand this month.

The plans have caused an uproar among architects at the government's Department of Historical Monuments, who say the panoramic view of the classical building will be spoiled by an "incongruous and unusual" structure.

France's daily Le Monde newspaper directly attacked Pei's "monumental" design.

---
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**THE STUDENT TRANSIT**

**529-1862**

**TO CHICAGO AND SUBURBS**

Departs Friday Feb. 10 2pm

Returns Monday Feb. 13

**ONLY $39.75 ROUNDTrip**

If Purchased By Thur. Feb. 9 Res. $45.75

Ticket sales Office Located At

715 S. University (on the island)

Open Mon- Thurs 11:30am-5pm Friday 9:30am-1:30pm
Support group aids friends of the mentally ill

By Debra Colburn
Staff Writer

Friends and relatives of the chronic mentally ill can discuss their problems and fears at a support group that meets once a month at the Jackson County Community Mental Health Center.

Parents tend to blame themselves when their children have a mental illness, Clara McClure, co-ordinator of the Sustaining Care-Day Care Program said. Relatives and friends can gain understanding at the support group that they can't by themselves, she said.

"It's OK to talk about this. It's not something to feel ashamed about or feel guilty about," McClure said.

The group began in October 1983. The informal meetings provide an opportunity for relatives and friends of the chronically ill to meet one another and discuss, in a comfortable environment, problems with relationships, the behavior or health care of the client. A registered nurse and two counselors are on hand to assist the group and another 40 that may need the group but haven't been seen each month.

Most of the clients are from 18 to 31 years old and are suffering from schizophrenia, according to McClure. The Sustaining Care-Day Care Program follews up clients after their release from the hospital.

"People in the group are highly motivated to do what they can to help their children," McClure said.

The 84-85 ACT/FFS forms are now available at Student Work and Financial Assistance, Woody Hall, B Wing, Third Floor.

Paid for by the Office of Student Work and Financial Assistance

FINANCIAL AID AWARENESS WEEK

There are financial aid programs available to help you pay the cost of education. You may be eligible for assistance, but the only way to know for sure is to APPLY. NOW is the time to start applying for financial aid for the 1984-85 academic year.

The 84-85 ACT/FFS forms are now available at Student Work and Financial Assistance, Woody Hall, B Wing, Third Floor.

Paid for by the Office of Student Work and Financial Assistance

"SPIDER WEB WEB BUY and sell self-serve, no limits! On old 59, Old Center. 446 6075". 4B97B0A0

SNIPES the 100 percent financing. If you have $500, you can buy a house in America only $190 at 4977 Cutler, 400, open only. 4977 Cutler

SHRINER CORPORATION. 10% Smith's. Must pass carrier and typewriter. Excellent condition. $254. 681-0296.

IBM ELECTRIC TYPEWRITER. Good condition. $350. 647-6077.

WANG COMPUTER SYSTEM. Computer system includes peripherals. "WANG". Great condition. $1200. 647-6077.


WAGNER. ELECTRIC STEREO. "WAGNER". Great condition. $695. 647-6077.


Furnished,

NICE ONE and two bedroom, furnished, close to campus.

SOUTH WOODS PARK 2, 1 bedroom apartment, includes cable, gas and heat. Asking $415.

RENTAL AGREEMENTS. Amenities also included.

TRAILERS Close to campus. No pets please. Call 547-3832.

ONE BEDROOM REDUCED. No pets please. Call 547-3832.

CONCERNED ABOUT WINTER WINTER weather? Apartment complexes. Completely Furnished. Large 1/2 miles east of University. Furnished trailer with trash pick-up and lawn maintenance included. Rent range is $125 to $175 a month. Available now! Phone 547-8612, 2467.

TWO BEDROOM REDUCED. Available now! 1240 W. Stout. 2 BDRM, 1 BR, 1 bath, 1100 square feet. Furnished or unfurnished. Phone 547-8612, 2467.

NICE ROOMS AT GOOD RATES.


THREE BEDROOM DOWNTOWN house near campus. Includes laundry, gas, heat, electricity. Phone 413-0606.

FOUR BEDROOM FOR rent. Close to campus. Includes laundry. Phone 413-0606.

1 BR. HOUSE located, 2 miles from campus, natural gas, close to campus. Utilities included, unfurnished.

1 B R. APARTMENT for rent. Appliances and utilities included. Blocks from campus 2 boys or 2 girls. All W. Cherry. Call 549-5250.

AVAILABLE NOW, NICE fully furnished 1 bedroom close to campus, no pets. Phone 457-1356.


THREE BEDROOM DOWNTOWN house near campus. Includes laundry, gas, heat, electricity. Phone 413-0606.

RENTING FOR spring and fall. 2 bedrooms & 1 bath. Available in 2401.

ONE AND TWO BEDROOMS in nice apartment complexes, Completely Furnished, 549-3546.

CARETTE 2 B/R CARPETED town house, furnished, private yard, heat, electricity. $259.

Houses

FREE BUS TO SIS


CRUISESHIPS ARE HIRING' $16-

HELP WANTED

NEW HOUSES ARE HIRING

HAVE EXPERIENCE INيلي- 85. Carpet gas heat, parking, quiet, no pets.

BIKE HOUSE\ FOR rent. Close to town & campus. 4 or 5 bedroom. Include all utilities, gas, heat, full bath, kitchen.

CEDAR LAKE AREA. 15 min. SIU. 3 bdr. energy efficient house, has heat pump. $195 or best offer. Phone 547-2285.

457-2285.

CIH.

Southwood Homes.
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ROYAL RENTALS

AVAILABLE NOW

2 Bdrm. Apt. $300.00

404 E. College, Carpeted, All Electric, Furnished, 100% Available

No Pets 457-4422

Homes

NEWLY CARPETED, Furnished rooms. Close to campus, 11/2 miles east, furnished.

NEWLY CARRIED, decorated, furnished rooms. Close to campus 11/2 miles east. Rent range is $60-$85. Phone 457-5007.

Houses

NICE ONE and two bedroom, furnished, close to campus, not far from Lewisville.

SOUTH WOODS PARK 2, 1 bedroom apartment, includes cable, gas and heat. Asking $415.

RENTAL AGREEMENTS. Amenities also included.

TRAILERS Close to campus. No pets please. Call 547-3832.

ONE BEDROOM REDUCED. No pets please. Call 547-3832.

CONCERNED ABOUT WINTER WINTER weather? Apartment complexes. Completely Furnished. Large 1/2 miles east of University. Furnished trailer with trash pick-up and lawn maintenance included. Rent range is $125 to $175 a month. Available now! Phone 547-8612, 2467.

TWO BEDROOM REDUCED. Available now! 1240 W. Stout. 2 BDRM, 1 BR, 1 bath, 1100 square feet. Furnished or unfurnished. Phone 547-8612, 2467.

NICE ROOMS AT GOOD RATES.


THREE BEDROOM DOWNTOWN house near campus. Includes laundry, gas, heat, electricity. Phone 413-0606.

FOUR BEDROOM FOR rent. Close to campus. Includes laundry. Phone 413-0606.

1 BR. HOUSE located, 2 miles from campus, natural gas, close to campus. Utilities included, unfurnished.

1 B R. APARTMENT for rent. Appliances and utilities included. Blocks from campus 2 boys or 2 girls. All W. Cherry. Call 549-5250.

AVAILABLE NOW, NICE fully furnished 1 bedroom close to campus, no pets. Phone 457-1356.

THREE BEDROOM DOWNTOWN house near campus. Includes laundry, gas, heat, electricity. Phone 413-0606.

FOUR BEDROOM FOR rent. Close to campus. Includes laundry. Phone 413-0606.

1 RM. HOUSE. Partially furnished. Crab Orchard Estates. $175 plus gas & electric. Call on evenings after 8 pm.

CARBONDALE 3 BEDROOMS, woodburning fireplace, central heat, good condition. Phone 413-2700.


NOW RENTING Apartments-Houses 529-1082 or 529-3739

NOW RENTING FOR FALL OR SUMMER

NEWLY REDONE APARTMENTS

CLOSE TO CAMPUS

One to seven bedroom houses. Newly furnished.

529-1082 or 529-3739

NOW RENTING FOR FALL OR SUMMER

NEWLY REDONE APARTMENTS

CLOSE TO CAMPUS

One to seven bedroom houses. Newly furnished.

529-1082 or 529-3739

Mobile Homes

EXCEPTIONALLY NICE TRAILER. 12x45, 3 bedroom, single wide, newly furnished, close to campus & Union Mall. Will have a 30-foot lawn, no pets.

529-2526.

454-8119

454-8119

Now Renting For Spring Housing

Newly Remodeled

Furnished or Unfurnished

4 bedrooms

2 Bathrooms

2 Bedroom Apartment

2 Bedroom House

529-3736 or 529-1129
Dorm papers survive transient staff

By Phil Milano
Staff Writer

They may be cross-town newspapers, but they aren’t cross-town rivals. The "East Side Story," a weekly paper for East Campus residents, and the Thompson Pointer, a similar paper for Thompson Point residents, are all volunteers projects that give budding journalists one of their first chances at a newspaper business according to Sanford, editor of the East Side Story.

"We have a large turnover of staff members throughout the year. A lot of the workers want to stay for only a little while before going on to bigger things," Sanford, a sophomore in business, said. Sanford said that isn’t much of a problem.

"Our paper is set up to inform and entertain residents of East Campus. We also have to give students some experience in journalism," he said. "Quality of the issues really isn’t affected."

The East Side Story staff, which varies in size from 10 to 20 members during the year, works in tight quarters in Grinnell Hall. The writing and production process takes place in one room, mandatory meetings, advertising schedules for different operations.

"Our photographers work in the evening so that our writers aren’t typing under a red light during the day," Sanford said.

The East Side Story is a recognized student organization that receives funds from the East Campus student activity fee. It also collects revenue from advertising.

Two years ago the paper almost folded, but not because of money problems, Sanford said.

"We didn’t have a succeeding editor. The former editor finally had to move back on campus in order to see the tradition continue," he said. The following year, according to Sanford, that has paid off in the form of a better paper this year.

The East Side Story has a circulation of about 3,200 and comes out every Monday afternoon. If readers peruse it closely enough, they may find their names in the "Personal" section, which contains special, often peculiar, messages written between students.

"That section rides on tradition. It’s a continuing feature," Sanford said.

The paper reports on topics of special concern to East Campus residents. It also has an editorial section and this year includes greater use of graphics.

Over at the Thompson Pointer, whether the paper is actually going to be put out is up to the editor. Before every issue, said Editor Dave Thompson, "the only ads we can accept right now are housing ads. Also, we weren’t allocated as much money (from University Housing) this year as we needed back in the fall of last semester," he said.

"The Thompson Pointer and the Thompson Point have specific audiences, there is no competition for readers. But, Pointer, a freshman in elementary education, pointed out there was also competition for space.

By spring break, the Thompson Pointer, with a circulation of about 1,400, would also like to compete with the East Side Story for ads, he said. The East Side Story has its own strip printer, typesetter and photo enlarger, but the Thompson Pointer operates in the basement of Luntz Hall with only two typewriters that also serve as typesetters, Pointer said.

Corcoran blasts Percy, Jackson actions

CHICAGO (AP) — Thomas Corcoran, who is seeking to unseat Charles H. Percy in the U.S. Senate, said Monday that the behavior of Percy and the Rev. Jesse Jackson was weakening President Reagan’s foreign policy.

Corcoran, in a news release, drew attention to Arab League contributions in 1981 of $200,000 to organizations associated with Jackson, one of eight Democrats seeking the party’s nomination for president.

Corcoran and Percy are vying for the Republican senatorial nomination in the March 28 primary.

"Members of the Arab League include such ‘good U.S. allies’ as Soviet-backed Syria and Libya, and you could hardly call the gifts from over there run-of-the-mill in nature," Corcoran said.

He said "people want to know" if Jackson’s December trip to Syria in gaining the release of a captured U.S. naval officer was a payoff for the contributions.

Percy, Corcoran said, endorsed the trip as chairmen of the Foreign Relations Committee helped make it possible.

"The impact of Percy and Jackson’s actions has been to make it more difficult for President Reagan to negotiate a solution to the problems in Lebanon," he said.
Survey says freshmen tending to scrap ideals for higher pay

By John Stewart
Staff Writer

The college class of 1987 is less idealistic and more money-hungry, according to a nationwide study of freshmen entering college last fall. Fewer SIU-C freshmen have chosen a major than the national average, but those who have are keeping with the trend to choose career fields that require no graduate work and have high salary potential.

Nationwide, 7 percent of freshmen said business administration would be their probable field of study, followed by accountancy, 6.3 percent, and computer science, 5.3 percent.

Of SIU-C students declaring majors, nearly 7 percent chose engineering (electrical, mechanical, and thermo-environmental), followed by 6.5 percent in computer science and 5.3 percent in radio-television.

Camille said SIU-C isn't less accessible, though SIU-C students are getting about the same amount of dollars in a time of increasing costs. SIU-C students receive more financial aid than the average freshman, SWFA statistics indicate.

Though 1982 SWFA statistics are not broken into class standing, 29.3 percent of SIU-C students received Pell Grants, compared with 26.4 percent of Ashland's freshman.

Almost 40 percent of SIU-C students get Illinois State Scholarships, compared with 15.7 percent of freshmen nationally.
U.S. skier ends trek for citizenship

SALT LAKE CITY (AP) - A theory of Audun Endestad was sworn in Monday as a U.S. citizen, after a 6,000-mile journey from Switzerland, where he will return as the newest member of the U.S. nordic ski team at the XIX Winter Games.

"I would like to thank everyone involved in getting my citizenship," Endestad said in a statement to a packed federal courtroom.

SPILLMAN from Page 20

Spillman set three school records during his senior season in 1981.

"I feel like I'm a better person for it," Spillman said. "I'm also a better basketball player."}

HARRY from Page 20

C's 74-70 loss at Indiana State, during which he scored 30 points and pulled down 13 rebounds, was his best performance of the season.

"I feel like I'm a better person for it," Spillman said. "I'm also a better basketball player."
MARTIN from Page 20

"My muscles are tight and the breast is the easiest stroke for me to swim," Martin said. "The other strokes are harder for me. The breaststroke is just a natural for me."

"Amanda is definitely a prospect for the Olympics," Hill said. "I realize her ability, but I don't think she does. She just has to get it in her mind that she's the best. She can't be satisfied with being one of the best, she needs to prove to herself that she's No. 1."

Martin's accomplishments go beyond swimming into her academics. She currently has a 3.7 grade point average in school. "I'm not going to be a swimmer for the rest of my life and I'd like to have something to fall back on after my swimming days are over."

"Amanda is definitely a prospect for the Olympics," Hill said. "I realize her ability, but I don't think she does. She just has to get it in her mind that she's the best. She can't be satisfied with being one of the best, she needs to prove to herself that she's No. 1."

Martin's accomplishment go beyond swimming into her academics. She currently has a 3.7 grade point average in school. "I'm not going to be a swimmer for the rest of my life and I'd like to have something to fall back on after my swimming days are over."

Class AA poll has Terriers 4th

By the Associated Press

Evansville's Wildcats, 21-0, a team that boasts "togetherness" solidified its hold on the No. 1 spot in the weekly Associated Press Class AA Illinois High School basketball poll.

Peoria Manual, 18-1, moved into second place with 327 points and had one first-place vote. West Aurora, 19-1, moved up to third with 224 points and undefeated Carbondale, 19-0, took over fourth place.

Six of the top 13 teams each received one first-place vote.

The Terriers, with Joe Hamilton, Glenn Martin and Ronnie Tate combining for 51 points, rolled to a 73-44 win over Mount Vernon Saturday night.

Carbondale, 9-0 in the South Seven Conference, can clinch the league title Friday when the Terriers play host to Bruce Baker and the Benton Rangers, 7-2, 13-4 overall.
Hunter pleases Arena crowds with his hustling, smiling style

By Daryl Van Schewick Staff Writer

When Kenny Perry, SIU-C's starting center, walks off the floor after a basketball game against S.U. Salukis, basketball game at the Arena, he always hears a big round of applause. Part of the applause is undoubtedly for Perry's workman-like job well done, but a great portion of it is for the guy who always gives his all, the senior forward, Harry Hunter.

Hunter, a 6-foot-4, 220-pound senior forward, has averaged 2.2 points and 2.3 rebounds per game this season, but his hustle and facultiy style has made him a fan favorite. "I don't want to be known for creating excitement on the court, but not the epitome of a prolific scorer," Hunter said. "I want my hustle to counteract my defense, slap a ball loose, get a rebound and commit a foul or two." Before long, calls of "Harry! Harry!" fill the halls as the Arena stands every time the Salukis fell behind. The fans wanted Hunter on the floor.

Hunter said he mailed a picture, which captured him smiling at the camera, to his mother and father in Lake Cormorant, Miss. "He is still close to his father, a mechanic, and his mother," he said. "All he needs is a nucleus of my life," Hunter said. "We are too close. Spent too much time together. I guess I don't want to move away from them because we are a tight one."

Hunter then went to a Baptist college in Arkansas for a year, before transferring to Northern Illinois University. In his second year there, he averaged 13.2 points and 12 rebounds per game, leading the Bulldogs in scoring and the second in the conference.

"I would like to get the doors recruiting-wise," he said. "I wasn't interested in it." He said he "twell out for the team in 10th grade because my friends went to his school. In high school, I didn't want to play enough to earn all-state honorable mention.

Hunter went then to a Baptist college in Arkansas for one year, before transferring to Northern Illinois University. In his second year there, he averaged 13.2 points and 12 rebounds per game, leading the Bulldogs in scoring and the second in the conference.

"I would like to get the doors recruiting-wise," he said. "I wasn't interested in it." He said he "twell out for the team in 10th grade because my friends went to his school. In high school, I didn't want to play enough to earn all-state honorable mention.

Self-motivation propels Martin

By Scott Rich Staff Writer

For the nas, three years, Saluki swimmer Amanda Martin has been near the top of the nation's top breaststrokers. Her mental attitude and a drive to win seems to be key to her success, she said.

"I'm not a very stubborn person," Martin said. "I expect myself to do well and I'm very determined to do well." Martin, a junior in business and a member of SIU-C's swim team, has a drive that is contagious for her coaches.

"She's very competitive and consistent in every meet," Hill said. "There's not many breaststrokers in the nation that are equalled by the way she swims.

Ody two swimmers in the nation have better times in Martin in the 200 breast and just three in the 100 breast.

In the 200 breast Martin has clocked a 2:20.79, which ties her for second in Florida's Polly Wande. 2:20.57, and Tracy Caulkins, 2:20.74, according to Swimming World magazine. She is fifth in the 100 breast, Martin's 1:05.28 ranks behind North Carolina's Jenny Strickland, 1:05.04, and Arizona State's Michelle Vogel, 1:05.24. Martin said the times and national rankings are not important to her. "All that matters is how well I do in the NCAs."

Martin's National Collegiate Championshioi meet finished 12th in the 100 breast and 10th in the 50 breast. In the National Invitational Meet she won the 50 and 200 breast, and 10th in the 100 breast.

Martin qualified in the 100 breast for the All-American and state champion in the 100 breast. She was the second runner-up in the 100 and 200 breast, and 10th in the 100 back.

"I'm a better 200 swimmer," Martin said. "I'm a better breast than a back." Martin was also Junior National champion in the 200 breast.

"She's a great all-around swimmer," Martin said. "We always push each other and have good races.

Martin has made a career of being successful in the pool, stretching back to when she was a little girl. "I think she has the ability to do well," Hill said.

"As a freshman at SIUC, she was the MWC champion in the 100 breast and finished second in the 200 breast," Martin said Hill was the reason she came to SIU-C. "I know I fit in here."

Martin said Hill was the reason she came to SIU-C. "I know I fit in here." Martin said Hill was the reason she came to SIU-C. "I know I fit in here."

Not that Martin needed a lot of convincing. The NAIA breaststroke championships Martin finished first in the 100 breast and 10th in the 50 breast. In the National Invitational Meet she won the 50 and 200 breast, and 10th in the 100 breast.

"We are a great 200 breast swimmer," Martin said. "We always push each other and have good races.

Still, Martin has made a career of being successful in the pool, stretching back to when she was a little girl. "I think she has the ability to do well," Hill said.

"As a freshman at SIUC, she was the MWC champion in the 100 breast and finished second in the 200 breast," Martin said. "I know I fit in here."

At the Arena stands every time the Salukis fell behind. The fans wanted Hunter on the floor.

As a freshman at SIUC, she was the MWC champion in the 100 breast and finished second in the 200 breast. "She's a great all-around swimmer," she said. "We always push each other and have good races.

Still, Martin has made a career of being successful in the pool, stretching back to when she was a little girl. "I think she has the ability to do well," Hill said.

"As a freshman at SIUC, she was the MWC champion in the 100 breast and finished second in the 200 breast," Martin said. "I know I fit in here."

Gymnasts set four records at ISU

By Jim Lexa Sports Editor

An injury-riddled Saluki women's gymnastics team returned to their meet at Indiana State University with high spirits and after setting four school records and tying the Missouri Valley Conference record of tying a 14-and-a-half point lead over the Violets.

The Salukis scored 184.20 to claim victory over the S.U. Salukis, 175.03, and in higher scoring average to 175.63. Coach Herb Vogel said he was "a little envious of the Violets." "The score helps our average immensely," Vogel said, "but Indiana State is not a 184-20 type team either. Vogel said his squad was prepared for a "mental hassle" at the meet. "I don't think Indiana State are known for their mental ability," he said. "But we are close to the last event, putting pressure on the visiting team and we did it."

On the parallel bars, SIU-C's flag bearer was the Marquette, 14, followed by Indiana State, a rare occurrence. Vogel said, and with scores of 9.45 on the floor and 9.45 on the balance beam, he nailed the score to 85.5 point range.

Vogel said his squad tried to "hard" on the floor and did a floor routine, but ended with a chance to score in the 85.5 point range.

"Indiana State is not a 184-20 type team either," Vogel said. "We are potentially a 180-point team while I believe we found that.

"I think we scored 46.65 on the vault, highlighted by Lori Steele's school record 9.65. Michelle Spillman scored 9.50 with a 3.5 off of 10.0 by Jennifer Moore's 9.45. "I've had a great deal of confidence and it is a great place to be for us." Vogel said. "It's a great deal of confidence and it is a great place to be for us."

"It's a great deal of confidence and it is a great place to be for us." Vogel said.

Speaking of the Donahue Show, Payton joked that his decision could hinge on the arrival of a Greek coin he had received.

"When I get the coin, he said, "I'll flip it and make my decision.

After the television show, Payton said he talked Sunday night with agent Bud Holmes upon returning from Hawaii where he vacationed after appearing in the Super Bowl.

A partner with Payton in investments, said last week he was sure that Payton would take the Bears offer.

"Knowing what I know, I have no doubt in my mind what he'll do — stay with the Bears," Holmes said.

"I haven't seen anything in writing from the Bears, but during the Super Bowl week in Mobile ( Ala., on Jan. 11), they indicated they thought they could do what we wanted," Holmes said.

HCAC honors two Salukis

By Steve Kools Staff Writer

Salukis' Angie Faithberge (swimming) and Rhonda McCausland (track) were named the Gateway Collegiate Athletic Conference Players of the Week. Faithberge won both springboard events in the diving competition during the SIUC-E Cal win over Cincinnati on Saturday.

McCausland finished fifth in the shut down the Mason-Dixon Games while missing the qualifying distance for the NCAA indoor championships by six and a half inches.

Vogel said the 14-and-a-half point lead was the second consecutive week that two Salukis had won the HCAC Player of the Week honors. Last week Wendy Trick won the track meet award and Denise Blackman won the track award.

Payton still undecided about where he'll play

CHICAGO (AP) — Walter Payton's Monday decision to stay with the Chicago Bears and indicated it may be weeks before he accepts or rejects a reported $6 million offer to jump leagues.

In doing so, Payton cast doubts on speculation he was close to signing a new contract with the Bears that would extend his National Football League career.

The Chicago Blitz, their three-year-old Sunday afternoon offer to Payton, believed worth $6 million, has been on the table for several weeks now. But the perennial All-Pro running back said Monday he is still mulling it over. "Don't believe what you read in the papers," Payton said. "I have no idea when I'll decide. I am not going to be forced into a decision that I am going to regret."

The Blitz said they would withdraw the offer if they do not hear from Payton by Thursday.